Water optimisation from BWT water+more
for the vending sector

Success in the vending sector
Vending products are still popular today because they have developed into attractive lifestyle products. Modern vending machines are therefore replacing the traditional coffee
machine in more and more offices.
When placed effectively, they act like a magnet – a gathering place where colleagues
can chat and purchase high-quality vending products. There are also other reasons
for the boom in the vending sector: the performance of the machines, the quality of
the raw material and the vending products they are used to produce have improved
immensely.
However, one raw material is often overlooked, even though it plays an extremely
significant role. To ensure consistent quality of the vending products and to protect from limescale deposits in the machine, water must be optimised with a
filter.
And not just any filter – the right one.
The water optimisation systems from BWT water+more are the only suitable solutions for the booming vending sector. They combine high operational security, low operating costs, high machine availability and
convenient filter replacement, kept down to a bare minimum. In short:
convenience and economic viability from BWT water+more for your
success in the vending industry.

Your specialist for water: BWT water+more
Best Water Technology – BWT
The name indicates what to expect. The best water for every requirement, the latest technology, tailormade solutions for our customers. A 100 % professional approach at all times, a local presence for
our customers as well as a worldwide partner. This makes the international BWT Group a competent
partner for water preparation: both today and in future.
BWT water+more
The perfect combination of technology, product benefit and customer orientation. Focusing 100 % on
the requirements of the professionals in the market. Individual product and business models provide
unique benefits for each customer.

Water optimisation from BWT water+more with unrivalled
customer benefit for operators and manufacturers.
Economically viable – advantageous in every respect
optimal monitoring of costs in the water optimisation process
low purchase price and profitable operation
up to 80 % savings in operation and service costs
significantly higher service life of vending machines
effective all-round protection for your investment
worldwide availability, easy to order and rapid delivery
Technology – of the highest order
multiple level, particle-free filtration with high efficiency
reliable protection of the machine technology from limescale build-up
guaranteed optimal taste with activated carbon material
universal connection technology for 720 to 14,400 litre water requirement
compact installation dimensions suitable for all types of machine
easily adapted to the local water quality (limescale content)
Market orientated – ideal for the vending industry
highest level of reliability for uninterrupted 24 h operation
simple handling, convenient and rapid filter change
single-use system makes handling and material planning easier
flexible use in horizontal or vertical position
for perfect vending products (instant or fresh-brew)
high level of customer satisfaction and stabile vending turnover

Step up a gear
with optimized water!
Unsatisfactory quality leading to low vending turnover for hot
drinks is often caused by unpleasant tastes in the water.
There is a solution. Targeted use of water with optimized
taste for your vending machines.

Products for water optimisation
In Europe drinking water satisfies the highest quality standards. However, water with a low carbonate hardness is better for hot drinks and coffee machines. But it should also be rich in minerals without tasting of
chlorine. BWT water+more fulfils the high demands of the catering industry with customised solutions for water optimisation – for individual water requirements ranging from 50 to 20,000 litres*.

Filter cartridges for mains water connection
Extremely compact – whatever the installation situation
Practical – horizontal and vertical installation possible
Flexible – one connection head for all sizes of filter
High capacity – for greater efficiency
Activated carbon fleece – improves taste
5-stage filtration – for optimum particle-free water
Capacity up to 14,400 litres*
* With a standard setting and carbonate hardness of 10 °.

NEW

Filter cartridges for use in coffee machine tanks
Connection technology – individualised for each
coffee machine
Capacity – for top performance and efficiency
Activated carbon fleece – for a great taste
4-stage filtration – for optimum particle-free water
Capacity up to 200 litres*

BWT – the leading international water technology group
The BWT Group is present all over Europe with subsidiaries and affiliated companies. Water and environmentally-friendly technology, as well as international sustainability management with regard to customers, employees, the environment, market partners and the
community, reflect the responsible approach at the heart of the company. The essential
life-force water, and the increasing demands on safety, hygiene and health in everyday life
pose a number of new challenges. Building on the strong European market position, BWT
has worked consistently to turn the vision: Water technology for a better life!
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